1. Introduction. Let C(S) be the usual Banach space of bounded complex valued continuous functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space 5 and let C0(S) be the subspace of all functions in C(S) that vanish at infinity. In 1958 R. C. Buck [1] published a study of the linear space C(S) under the ß or strict topology; that is, the weak topology generated by the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators on C(,S) T,(f) = <f>f (fe C(S)), where (j> ranges over C0(S), or, equivalently, the topology generated by the collection of seminorms/^ WfifW-v for</> e C0(S). It was shown that C(S)e is a complete locally convex topological vector space whose bounded sets coincide with the (supremum) norm bounded sets and whose strong dual is the Banach space of bounded regular Borel measures on S under the variation norm ; that is, the dual of C(S)¡¡ is identical to the dual of C0(S) = C0(S) ■ C(S). Subsequently, Conway [4] characterized the /3-equicontinuous subsets of the dual and showed that when S is paracompact the strict topology is the Mackey topology on C(S). For the most part, both Buck and Conway utilize a constructive process in the proofs of their theorems (for example, see [1, Theorem 2, p . 99] and [4, Theorem 2.2, p. 476]) and, apparently, the essential ingredient of their arguments is the existence of an approximate identity in C0(S).
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we will establish certain factorization theorems in Banach algebras with approximate identity (see §2) and then, by virtue of these factorization theorems, we wish to suggest that the proper place to study the strict topology is in the following general setting (see § §3 and 4). Let B be a Banach algebra with approximate identity and let X be a left Banach 5-module. The strict topology on X induced by B is the locally convex topology generated by the seminorms jc-> ||T(x)|| for each Te B. In support of our latter claim, we obtain (with the exception that the strict topology on X is the Mackey topology) with surprising ease all of the above results, or applicable conditions equivalent to their validity. Finally, we apply this work to several interesting examples (see §5).
The authors wish to thank the referee for calling our attention to the work of Rieffel [11] , and for his other comments and recommendations.
2. Factorization theorems for Banach modules. In this section we give certain basic definitions and state several results concerning factorization in Banach modules over Banach algebras. Theorem 2.1. Suppose B is a Banach algebra with bounded left approximate identity {E>} of norm C, and suppose X is an essential left Banach B-module (see [11, p. 453] ). IfiZ is a uniformly bounded subset of X, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists a TeB and a uniformly bounded subset W of X such that Z=T(W).
(2) || EK(z)-z || -> 0 uniformly on Z.
(3) For each 8>0 there exists a TeB, \\T\\ ¿C, and a uniformly bounded subset W of X such that the following conditions are satisfied: The map w -> T(w) is a homeomorphism of W onto Z, and || T(w) -w || < 8 for each w eW.
Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2), and (3) implies (1) . Therefore, to complete the proof we need to show that (2) implies (3). Now assume (2) holds and 0< 8< 1. Furthermore, we may assume, without loss of generality, that Z is uniformly bounded by 1. Let Bx be the Banach algebra obtained by formally adjoining the unit / to B; that is, Bx = {al+T : a complex, F g B} under the norm ||a/+F|| = \a\ + || F ||. It is easy to see that if we view /as the identity operator on X, then X is an essential left Banach Ai-module. Let 0<v<l/4C.
Since ||FA(z) -z||->0 unformly on Z, we may choose an element Ex in B, \\EX\\ ^ C, such that ¡F^z) -z|| <8/4, zgZ. Again, since ||FA(z)-z|| ->0 uniformly on Z, we may define by induction a sequence of elements Ex, E2, E3,... in B so that for each positive integer n the following conditions are satisfied : \\En + x\\^C, \\En + 1(z)-z\\ < S/8» + 1 (zgZ), and \\Ek-En + xEk\\ < 8/32" + 1 (k =1,2,...,«).
It is easy to see that Tx 1 exists and that Since r"" xz ->■ w uniformly on Z, we see that the map w -> Tiw) is a homeomorphism of If onto Z. To see that ||7\V) -w|| <â, for each w e W, we observe that the inequalities ||7X»-H| â in^-Jf 1(7'(h'))||+ 2 \\Ti+\(T(w))-Tr\T(w))\\ + ||7'n-1(7'(w))-w|| < 8
hold for each element w in W for the appropriate choice of n. Hence our proof is complete. We remark that if X is a right module and {EA} is a right approximate identity for B, then a right-hand version of Theorem 2.1 holds.
Theorem 2.1 is, of course, a generalization of Cohen's factorization theorem [2] , and other forms of Theorem 2.1 have already been proven. For example, Rieffel [12] showed, by means of a simple device, that if Z is a sequence of elements in X that converges to zero, then Theorem 2.1 isa corollary of a result found by Hewitt [7] , Curtis and Figá-Talamanca [5] , and Gulick, Liu, and van Rooij [6] . More recently, Collins and Summers [3] introduced an auxiliary left Banach 5-module and then applied Hewitt's factorization theorem to improve the method of proof of our Theorem 2.1. Our contribution is that we give a simple method for determining whether or not certain "large'' sets have common factors, and the [August value of this will become apparent when we begin our study of the generalized strict topology. Theorem 2.2. Let X be a Banach space, B a Banach algebra of linear operators on X under the usual operator norm, and let Xe denote the closed linear subspace ofiX spanned by BX. If each operator TeB is compact and Cäl, then the following statements are equivalent :
(1) If Z is a finite subset of Xe and S>0, then there exists an operator T in B,
||F|| ¿C, and a finite subset WofXsuchthat Z=T(W) and \T(w) -w\ <8 (w e W).
(2) B has a left approximate identity of norm ^ C.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2.1 that (2) implies (1). Therefore, to complete the proof, we need to show that (1) In other words, lim EXT=Tfor every TeB. Hence (1) implies (2).
Theorem 2.3. Let B be a Banach algebra and let Cà; 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) If Z is a finite subset of B and S>0, then there exists an element x in B, ||x|| ^ C, and a subset W of B such that Z=xW and \xw-w\ < 8 (w e W).
(2) B has a left approximate identity of norm 5= C.
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2.1, that (2) implies (1) . To see that (1) implies (2), we refer the reader to [16] . Hence (3) implies (1).
3. The general strict topology. Throughout the remainder of this paper let B be a Banach algebra with approximate identity {EA} of norm one, let X be a left Banach jB-module, and let Xe denote the essential part of X (see [11, p. 454] ). We shall also assume that if x e X, x^9, then there is a T e B such that Txj= 6. Under these hypotheses, the ß or strict topology induced on X by B by way of the seminorms x-> \\Tx\\, TeB, in the sense of [13, p. 15] , is a locally convex Hausdorff topology on X. We will write Xß to denote the linear space X with the strict topology. In this section we study the space Xe and in the next section its strong dual.
At this point it is convenient to relate X to HomB (B, Xe), the linear space of all continuous operators P on B into Xe such that P(ST) = SP(T) for all S,TeB.
(See [11] and note that by [ Hence ||*||' is the operator norm of Px on B. We will denote the given norm topology on X by o and the topology defined by | • ||' will be denoted by o'. Clearly a is finer than a'; their equivalence is considered in Theorem 4.6. All further notation and terminology is, unless otherwise specified, that of [13] .
[August Theorem 3.1. The collection of all sets VT = {x : \\Tx\\Sl} for TeB is a base for the neighborhood system at 0 in the strict topology.
Proof. By [13, p. 15] a base for the neighborhood system at 0 consists of sets of the form 0?=x {x : |7V*||áe} for a given £>0 and Tx,..., Tm e B. By the righthand version of Theorem 2.3 (1), there is an R e B and such that Fj = 5jA for some choice of Sx,...,SmeB.
Let è = max{|5j||/e: i= 1,2,...,«} and let T=bR.
Then ¡Tx\\Sl implies ¡T¿c\\ = \\S,Rx1 ¿(1/¿>)I|Sí|| \\bRx\\^e. (1) FAx -> x uniformly on the unit ball in X.
(2) The ß and a topologies are equivalent topologies on X. (3) XB is a Fréchet space.
(A) Xß is barrelled.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 2.4 and the open mapping theorem we see that (1) implies (2). If (2) holds, (3) is clear. Since any Fréchet space is barrelled and the a' topology is finer than the strict topology, we see that (3) implies (4). Finally by (4)
, the identity map /: X"-^ Xß is 1-1 continuous linear from a Banach space onto a barrelled space and by [13, p. 116 ], ß = a, and (2) holds. But then (2) implies (1), completing the proof.
In general then, the strict topology is lacking in certain desirable properties. It is the purpose of the remainder of this paper to show that certain equally desirable properties are maintained.
Before considering the question of the completeness of XB we introduce an analogue of the compact-open topology on C(5) and obtain a generalization of Buck's result.
Let k denote the locally convex topology induced on X by the seminorms x ->■ \\EKx\\ in the sense of [13, p. 15] where {FA} is the approximate identity in B.
Theorem 3.3.
(1) k is a Hausdorff topology and ß is finer than k. (2) k and ß agree on a' bounded sets. ( 3) The strict closure of \J\ EÁX is X. 
Proof of (1). If Fajc=0 for all A, then for any TeB,Tx=0
and we have x=0. Clearly ß is finer than k.
Proof of (2) . Let {xy} be a a' bounded and k convergent net to xe X. Let ¿> = sup{||x|r, \\xy\\'}. Let £>0 and let Fe 5.
Choose A such that ¡|FFA -F|| <eßb and y0 such that y^y0 implies \\TEÁ(x7 -x)\\ <e/3.
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Then for y^y0 ||Txr-Tx\\ <, \\Txv-TEAxv\\ + \\TEÁxy-TEAx\\ + \\TEÁx-Tx\\ < e.
Hence {x7} is strictly convergent to x.
Proof of (3) . If x e X and Te B, then 7x=lim TEKx. Hence (3) holds.
Proof of (4). If {xn} is ct' bounded and k convergent to x, then by (2) k and ß agree on the a bounded set {x, xn} and consequently {xn} is ß convergent to x.
Conversely, if {xn} is ß convergent to x, then {xn} is k convergent to x and furthermore the operators {PXJ being pointwise convergent and hence pointwise bounded must be uniformly bounded in the operator norm on B. This completes the proof since ||x»H' = ||i,*J. We now consider the question of completeness of Xß and give necessary and sufficient conditions that XB be complete. Our approach is to regard Xß, under the mapping x -> Px, as a subspace of HomB (B, Xe) with the strong operator topology (as in the latter part of the proof of Theorem 3.3). To see that Xe is dense in Hom" (B, Xe) let P e HomB (B, Xe) and let xx=P(EK).
Then PXAT)=P(TEÁ), so P(T) = limPXK(T) for each TeB.
Since the strong operator topology on HomB (B, Xe) restricted to X coincides with the ß topology on X it follows that Xß is complete if and only if X= HomB(B, Xe). Theorem 3.6. If X is a reflexive Banach space, then Ar=HomB (B, Xe).
Proof. For when X is reflexive, X=Xe and an appeal to [11, Corollary 8 .10] completes the proof.
4. The dual of XB. Let Xf denote the linear space of all strictly continuous linear functionals on XB. We denote by X'B the space Xf with the strong topology; that is, the topology of uniform convergence on the strictly bounded subsets of Xß. Hence X'B denotes the dual space of XB.
We now introduce a norm topology on Xf which is weaker than the strong topology, namely the topology a* of uniform convergence on the (j-bounded subsets of X. The topology ct* is induced by the norm ||*'|| =sup {|*'(*)| : ||*|| é 1}-We denote by (Xf, ct*) the linear space Xf with the topology a*.
Before proceeding we briefly review the work of Buck [1] on the space X= C(S) as a Banach C0(5)-module. Buck showed that C(S)'B is the Banach space M(S) of bounded regular Borel measures on 5 which, as is well known, is the dual of C0(5). In particular, this meant that C(S)'B = (C(S)^,a*) and that C(S)'B is a Banach space. The results we obtain in this section will readily imply these particular conclusions although it appears that X'B is not in general a Banach space. However, a significant part of the proof that C(S)'B = M(S) revolves around the fact that the strictly bounded sets in C(S)B are norm bounded. Under this condition on XB we will see that X'B is the Banach space (X*, a*). With further notational development, we will also obtain a generalization of the fact that C(S)'B = C0(S)', where the space C0(S) will be replaced in general by the Banach space Xe, while C0(S)' will be replaced by X%. This space will be defined shortly and it will be seen that Xce = X'e when A^=C(5) and B=C0(S). Finally we will obtain a characterization of the equicontinuous subsets of X* which includes the work of Conway [4] on C(S)f.
For notational convenience in developing the relationship between Xf and Xe we let </>(x') denote the restriction of an x' e XB* to Xe. Note that <f> defines a one-toone continuous linear mapping of X'B into X'e.
Both X and Xe are left Banach 5-modules. Consequently, X' and X'e are right Banach 5-modules under the operation (x', T) -> x'T and the usual norm, where x'T(x) -x'(Tx) for all xe X, or respectively, all x e Xe. Following the notation of Rieffel [11] we write Xec = (Xe)c = (X'e)e and Xc = (X')e for the contragradient of these two spaces respectively and have Theorem 4.1. (1) As subsets of X', XB* = XC and <f> is an isometric module isomorphism of(X*, a*) onto the Banach space XI'.
(2) The map <p is a continuous module isomorphism of X'B onto A"ec.
Proof. Any x' e Xe is strictly continuous on X. Conversely, by Theorem 3.1, if x' e XB* there is a Te B such that \x'(x)\ Ú \\Tx\\. Hence, \\x'EÄ-x'\\ S |FFA-F|| and by [11, Proposition 3.4 ], x' e Xe. A similar argument, along with the observation that <f> is an isometry because Xe is strictly dense in X, shows that the range of <j> is XI. The remaining conclusions are clear. (4) X'g is fully complete. Proof. By Lemma 4.5, (6) implies (5). Now we will show that (5) implies (4).
Assume (5) holds and that N is the strict closure of a w-bounded subset of X. If we view N as a family of continuous linear functionals on (Xf, a*), then we have, by virtue of the uniform boundedness principle, that N is bounded with respect to ||i. Hence N is ¡^-bounded, since | || and || \\i are equivalent norms.
Clearly (4) implies (3) and we will show that (3) implies (2).
Let K be a er'-bounded subset of X. Then IJ^ EA(K) is «r-bounded. Hence so is its strict closure, which evidently contains K.
To see that (2) implies (1), let K be a strictly bounded set in X. Then consider K as a subset of HomB (B, Xe) and apply the uniform boundedness principle.
To complete the proof, we will show that (1) implies (6) . Let W={x e X : ||x||' 1}. Then W is strictly bounded and by (1) is norm bounded. That is, there is a number b such that ||x|'gl implies ||x||^¿». Hence ||x||'^ ||x|| ^¿»||x||'. Notice that statements (5) and (6) of Theorem 4.6 are respectively equivalent to the conditions that (X, || || ') be complete and (X, || || a) be complete. Furthermore, we have the following [August Corollary 4.7. If XB is complete, then the strictly bounded sets in X are norm bounded.
Proof. For if XB is complete, then by Theorem 3.5 the natural mapping x-+Px of X into HomB (B, Xe) is in fact onto. Since \\PX\\ -\x\ ¿k \x\ this mapping is continuous, and consequently the inverse mapping is continuous and the norms I and I ||' on Zare equivalent. Hence (X, \ \) is complete, and by Theorem 4.6 the strictly bounded sets in X are norm bounded.
It is apparent from a consideration of B= X= C0(S) that the converse of Corollary bounded sets are norm bounded, and consequently by Theorems 4.1 and 4.4 we can regard W'B as Wl%X%.
As an application of Theorem 5.1 let G be a locally compact Abelian group and consider X=M(G) as a Banach L1(G)-module under convolution. Then Xe=L\G) and X^=L\G)*LCD(G). Hence, as is well known, X¡ is the space CU(G) of bounded uniformly continuous functions on G. Since M (G) = HomB (B, Xe), Theorem 5.1 applies and M(G)'B = CU(G).
For another example consider LP(G), for 1 g/?<co, as a Banach L^G^module under convolution. If/>= 1, then Lp(G)=L1(G) = M(G)e and since M(G)e is strictly dense in M(G)B we obtain L1(G)'ß = Cu(G). For 1 </»<co, LP(G) is reflexive and by Theorem 3.6 Lp(G) = HomL\a)(L1(G),Lp(G)) and Theorem 5.1 applies. Since A; = A" (see also [7] ) we obtain the result that Lp(G)'ß = L9(G) where p+q=pq.
Since the norm topology on LP(G) is strictly finer than ß, by Theorem 3.2, this example shows that even in the above fairly nice situation the strict topology on a space XB need not be the Mackey topology as was shown by Conway [4] for C(S)ß with S paracompact. We have been unable to obtain any general extension of this result.
